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Top-Down Story – Considerable Improvement
A positive structural story has made India stand out among emerging markets. India’s
household debt is less than 15% of gross domestic product (GDP),1 it has a young and
educated population (median age of 27 years2), and good governance. Given these
favorable growth drivers, India is set to become the fastest-growing country in the club
of economies of more than USD 2 trillion, with GDP growth expected to surpass 7% in
2016, accelerating from 4.5% - 6.5% in 2014.3
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YTD Depreciation vs. USD
Source: Mirae Asset Global Investments, Bloomberg (September 2015)
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In the past, India’s Achilles’ heel has always been on the

exports to China)8 compared to the rest of the region (more than

macroeconomic side – twin deficits (fiscal and current account),

10% for Thailand and Singapore, and more than 25% for Korea and

high inflation, and a vulnerable Rupee. These weaknesses have

Taiwan),9 which helps isolate it from concerns over China’s growth.

been addressed by the new Modi administration and Reserve

As a result, the Indian Rupee has been more stable compared to

Bank of India regime under Mr. Rajan. The fiscal deficit is now

other emerging market currencies on a year-to-date basis.

4

on track to come down to 3% of GDP in 2017-2018 compared
to 6.5% in 2009-2010,5 along with a narrowing of the current

India’s equity market has also fared well against peers in Asia,

account deficit to 1.3% of GDP in June 2015 compared to 5% at

and more broadly emerging markets, on a year-to-date basis. In

6

the end of 2012. Additionally, India’s consumer price index (CPI)

particular, its market weathered the bouts of volatility of recent

inflation has fallen to 4.4% in September from more than 8% in

years better than others. India has offered investors appealing

7

performance in different environments as domestic conditions

the beginning of 2014.

have improved, and continue to do so.
Due to these macroeconomic improvements India was relatively
resilient amid the recent emerging markets turmoil. In addition to
such progress India has low trade linkages with China (4.2% of

Emerging Markets Equity Performance (Since 2010)
Source: Mirae Asset Global Investments, Bloomberg (September 2015)
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On the Ground – States Are Driving Growth

States’ Share in India’s Net Tax Receipt
Source: Ministry of Finance, CLSA (June 2015)

Opportunities to improve productivity provide plenty of lowhanging fruit for further economic gain. The Prime Minister’s
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financial inclusion plan enables the direct cash transfer of

40

subsidies to previously un-banked citizens, with the potential

35

to save 2% of GDP in subsidy leakages.10 Financial inclusion

30

for the large rural population who have previously borrowed at

25

25% to 30% from moneylenders will boost rural productivity

20

and consumption.11 Improved road connectivity is also a key

15

factor for growth in rural India, which accounts for half of India’s

10

population. 12 With better roads, perishable and other more
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remunerative products can be more efficiently transported from
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production to demand centers, improving trade and creating
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standalone ecosystems of ancillary service jobs such as
transporters, traders and retailers.

Telangana Advertisement
Source: CLSA, Government of Telangana (June 2015)

There were high expectations surrounding India’s reforms when
Prime Minister Modi took office in mid-2014. While the pace of
reform on the federal level has not been as brisk as many had
hoped, as exemplified by the recent legislative missteps in the
Land Acquisition and Goods and Services Tax (GST) bills, we are
seeing notable progress at the state level. Driven by the need
to create jobs, states are competing for investment by cutting
red tape. For example, the state of Maharashtra recently signed
a memorandum of understanding with Foxconn, the world’s
largest electronics contract manufacturing company, to set up
a production facility with an investment of USD 5 billion over the
next five years.13 The leading business states provide the land

Advertising Campaigns to Attract Investment
by Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh
Source: CLSA (June 2015)

and power, determine business conditions and receive a larger
share of the country’s tax revenue, raising their importance in
driving growth and reform.
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Capturing Opportunities in India

Domestic Cyclicals
– Consumers and Private Sector Banks

Macroeconomic developments have little meaning for equity

India’s favorable demographics, rising income, low household

investors if they are not reflected at the company level. Strong

debt and greater urbanization are all structural tailwinds. One

macroeconomics help create a favorable business environment

particularly bright area is the passenger car market, which we

and minimize tail risks, but structural trends need to be reflected

expect to follow the same trend seen in China. Passenger car

in company fundamentals because ultimately, stock prices reflect

penetration is at a low 1.9% in India, which is comparable to the

corporate earnings over the long run.

1.6% penetration in China in 2005.14 As of September 2015,
China’s passenger car penetration stood at 7.8%. 15 Maruti

This also holds true in India. India is very heterogeneous in

Suzuki, the leading passenger car manufacturer in India with 40%

culture, language and economic activities among its various

of the market,16 possesses an early and scalable benefit from the

regions. This is why we believe in selecting stocks based on

growth of the sector.

quality management and economic moats to capture market
share over the medium to long-term across different categories.
In addition, we believe it is important that a portfolio have multiple
legs which can provide longevity to investing in India. We see

Car Penetration per 1,000 People (2010)

companies in domestic cyclical sectors and export industries

Source: World Bank (Accessed September 2015)

which are focused on innovation as a differentiator for medium
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The growth in market share of private sector banks is another
well-known story, and one which remains intact in our view.
However, less well-known are the strides taken by private sector
banks in the digital banking space. Digital banking remains key in
India with 35% of the population falling between the ages of 1534, the largest across any nation.17
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India’s Digital Landscape
and Mobile-Banking Opportunity

Digital platforms will play a key role on both the asset and
liability side of the balance sheets of Indian retail banks. HDFC

Source: TRAI, RBI, World Bank, Euromonitor, CEIC, Citi, CLSA (2014)

Bank has been one of the earliest adopters of digital banking.
Approximately 85% of its banking transactions occur through

Young population
>400 mn
(Age 15-34)

Internet penetration
18%
(220 mn)

36 mn mobile
banking users
(364 mn in China)

non-branch channels, with digital channels such as mobile and
internet contributing about 55% of the nontraditional total.18
ICICI Bank has also been at the forefront in developing digital

60% of online
shoppers use Cash
on delivery
(7% in China)

Smartphones
13%
(160 mn)

Unbanked
population
422 mn
(no bank account)

platforms that will boost customer additions and cross-selling,
driving growth in current and savings account (CASA) deposits,
domestic loans, and fees. They were the first ones to launch a
payments wallet — named “Pockets” — which can be used to
make small value transactions. Another interesting initiative is that

Mobile penetration
75%
(931 mn)

40 mn online
shoppers

11 new payment
bank licenses issued
in 2015

banks are connecting with customers on social media platforms.
ICICI Bank, for example, is the most “liked” global bank platform
on Facebook with nearly 4 million likes so far.19

Indian Banks – On the Forefront of Digital Banking
Source: Company website, The Financial Brand (2Q2015)
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Export – IT Services, Pharmaceuticals
On the back of rising enterprise spending and the trend to

Indian pharmaceutical companies have steadily gained market

outsource such functions in the developed markets, the Indian

share in the fast-growing US generics market. While these

information technology (IT) services sector is one we would like

companies started with simple generics, the larger companies

to highlight. Indian players are seizing a larger share in both of

are climbing up the value chain with complex generics, which

these structural shifts. Despite the high labor intensity business

enjoy higher margins. In addition, the US patent-expiry cycle

model, we believe that India will maintain its leadership in this

remains strong, with USD 100 billion worth of drugs expected to

industry thanks to the country’s large pool of educated talent with

go off patent protection over the next five years.22 Sun Pharma

technology expertise and language abilities. India has the world's

owns one of the most robust product pipelines among Indian

largest talent pool, adding more than 5 million graduates and

peers with a focus on complex and technology-based products.

post-graduates per year.

20

With a cost base two to four times

The firm carries 140 abbreviated new drug applications (ANDA)

cheaper than the US, Indian IT services companies are expected

that are pending approval in the US,23 one of the highest among

to grow at 13% and 16% during 2016 and 2017, respectively.21

Indian companies. Sun Pharma also holds a leadership position

Cognizant Technology, for example, is making notable gains

in the domestic chronic disease segment, where it is in the top

within the healthcare vertical. One trend that keeps us positive on

three in over half of its products.24

the long-term growth of the company is that it continues to grow
its strategic client base while revenue becomes less concentrated
as it diversifies its client list.

US Patent Expiry – Generics Opportunities

Healthcare Demand in India

Source: CS, IMS Health, Mirae Asset Global Investments (3Q 2014)

Source: Narayana Hrudayalaya IPO Prospectus, Mirae Asset Global Investments
(September 2015)
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Valuations – Justified Premium
While valuation is not cheap where the MSCI India trades at
25

From a regional perspective, we are able to find a disproportionally

nearly 20x forward earnings, we believe the premium is justified.

high number of companies that sustainably achieve high

In addition to being one of the few structural growth stories with

quality superior growth rates. India has the highest number of

superior growth remaining in a world scarce in demand, Indian

companies (25%) achieving over 20% earnings growth and ROE

companies are generally more profitable as demonstrated by the

in at least three out of the past five years within the MSCI Asia

superior Return on Equity (ROE) relative to global equities.

ex Japan index.26 As a result, Indian equities have historically
commanded a premium over global peers – current valuation
premium is in line with historical average.

P/E Ratio: India vs. World

ROE: India vs. World

Source: Mirae Asset Global Investments, Bloomberg (October 2015)
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Source: FactSet, Mirae Asset Global Investments (November 2015)

Philippines 3%
Thailand 5%

India 25%

Indonesia 13%

Note: Percentage of companies within MSCI Asia ex Japan achieving
>20% earnings growth and ROE in at least 3 out of past 5 years
Number of companies passing criteria is equal to 60.

Taiwan 17%

Hong Kong 17%

China 20%
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Conclusion –
Poised for Healthy Growth
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Disclaimer

Asset Global Investments as stipulated by local laws and regulations. Please
consult with your professional adviser for further information on the availability
of products and services within your jurisdiction.

This document has been prepared for presentation, illustration and discussion
purpose only and is not legally binding. Whilst complied from sources

Hong Kong: Before making any investment decision to invest in the Fund,

Mirae Asset Global Investments believes to be accurate, no representation,

investors should read the Fund’s Prospectus and the Information for Hong

warranty, assurance or implication to the accuracy, completeness or

Kong Investors of the Fund for details and the risk factors. Investors should

adequacy from defect of any kind is made. The division, group, subsidiary

ensure they fully understand the risks associated with the Fund and should

or affiliate of Mirae Asset Global Investments which produced this document

also consider their own investment objective and risk tolerance level.

shall not be liable to the recipient or controlling shareholders of the recipient

Investors are also advised to seek independent professional advice before

resulting from its use. The views and information discussed or referred in

making any investment. This document is issued by Mirae Asset Global

this report are as of the date of publication, are subject to change and may

Investments and has not been reviewed by the Hong Kong Securities and

not reflect the current views of the writer(s). The views expressed represent

Futures Commission.

an assessment of market conditions at a specific point in time, are to be
treated as opinions only and should not be relied upon as investment advice

United Kingdom: This document does not explain all the risks involved

regarding a particular investment or markets in general. In addition, the

in investing in the Fund and therefore you should ensure that you read the

opinions expressed are those of the writer(s) and may differ from those of

Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Documents ("KIID") which

other Mirae Asset Global Investments’ investment professionals.

contain further information including the applicable risk warnings. The taxation
position affecting UK investors is outlined in the Prospectus. The Prospectus

The provision of this document shall not be deemed as constituting any

and KIID for the Fund are available free of charge from http://investments.

offer, acceptance, or promise of any further contract or amendment to any

miraeasset.eu, or from Mirae Asset Global Investments (UK) Ltd., 4th

contract which may exist between the parties. It should not be distributed

Floor, 4-6 Royal Exchange Buildings, London EC3V 3NL, United Kingdom,

to any other party except with the written consent of Mirae Asset Global

telephone +44 (0)20 7715 9900.

Investments. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as granting the
recipient whether directly or indirectly or by implication, any license or right,

This document has been approved for issue in the United Kingdom by Mirae

under any copy right or intellectual property rights to use the information

Asset Global Investments (UK) Ltd, a company incorporated in England &

herein. This document may include reference data from third-party sources

Wales with registered number 06044802, and having its registered office at

and Mirae Asset Global Investments has not conducted any audit, validation,

4th Floor, 4-6 Royal Exchange Buildings, London EC3V 3NL, United Kingdom.

or verification of such data. Mirae Asset Global Investments accepts no

Mirae Asset Global Investments (UK) Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the

liability for any loss or damage of any kind resulting out of the unauthorized

Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference number 467535.

use of this document. Investment involves risk. Past performance figures are
not indicative of future performance. Forward-looking statements are not

United States: An investor should consider the Fund’s investment

guarantees of performance.

objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. This and
other important information about the investment company can be found in

The information presented is not intended to provide specific investment

the Fund’s prospectus. To obtain a prospectus, contact your financial advisor

advice. Please carefully read through the offering documents and seek

or call (888) 335-3417. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing.

independent professional advice before you make any investment decision.
Products, services, and information may not be available in your jurisdiction

India: Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme

and may be offered by affiliates, subsidiaries, and/or distributors of Mirae

related documents carefully.
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